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AstraLux in a nutshell

High-speed Electron-Multiplying CCD cameras
recording large number of frames (~10000) 

at frame rates ≥33 Hz

Applying the Lucky Imaging technique, nearly 
diffraction limited images can be achieved



The Lucky Imager AstraLux Norte
at the Calar Alto Observatory 2.2m telescope



Calar Alto Observatory 2.2m telescope



Credit: P. Horálek/ESO

La Silla Observatory
3.5m NTT



The Lucky Imager
AstraLux Sur

at the 3.5m NTT



Lucky imaging in words

• record short exposure images with individual exposure times 
close to the coherence time t0 (DIT <= 30ms)

• calculate the Strehl ratio of all individual images

• sort all images according to their Strehl ratio

• select the highest 1%, 5%, 10% etc Strehl ratio images

• register (shift and add) each selected image using the brightest 
speckle 

• resulting Lucky Image has Strehl ratio in I-band up to ~ 0.1 
(factor of ~10 higher than long exposure)

• typical FWHM achieved: 100 mas (diffraction limits at 
800nm: @2.2m=75 mas, @3.5m=47mas)



Lucky imaging visualized 
 [ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lucky_imaging ]
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Triple system (M4, M4.5, M5.5) discovered with Astralux Norte,  
V~14.5, DIT: 25ms, RG830, Janson et al. 2012.
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Exemplary results I
The Astrophysical Journal, 754:44 (26pp), 2012 July 20 Janson et al.

Figure 1. Four examples of multiple systems imaged in the AstraLux survey. Top left: a high-contrast binary. Top right: a low-contrast binary. Bottom left: a triple
system. Bottom right: a binary displaying the fake triple effect, common for close low-contrast binaries. All images are in z′, and in each case north is up and east is
to the left.

Table 1
Properties of All Stars Observed in the AstraLux Campaign

2MASS ID Other Name SpT D J Mult.b X-rayc Sampled Norte/Sure

(pc)a (mag)

J00053484−0607070 LP 644-34 M2.5 25 9.28 S N IS N
J00063925−0705354 M3.5 14 9.86 M N IS N
J00080642+4757025 M4.0 12 8.55 S Y CS N
J00142956+1331086 K7.0 70 9.34 S Y IS N
J00150240−7250326 M1.0 41 8.62 M Y CS S
J00155808−1636578 M4.0 9 8.74 S Y CS S
J00165001−0710157 M0.0 64 9.58 S Y IS N
J00171443−7032021 M0.5 48 9.00 S Y CS S
J00193931+1951050 M4.0 23 10.93 S N IS N
J00194303+1951117 M4.0 21 10.72 S Y CS N

Notes.
a Distance is spectroscopic distance except for cases indicated by an acronym. Parallax distances: J52 (Jenkins et al. 1952), H80
(Harrington & Dahn 1980), A95 (van Altena et al. 1995), P97 (Hipparcos; Perryman et al. 1997), R02 (Reid & Cruz 2002), G04
(Gould & Chanamé 2000), R04 (Reid et al. 2004), H06 (Henry et al. 2006), L09 (Lépine et al. 2009), R10 (Reidel et al. 2010),
and S10 (Smart et al. 2010). Kinematic distances: M05 (Mamajek 2005). The uncertainty in the spectroscopic distances is 37%.
b Multiplicity status as observed with AstraLux. M: multiple system. S: single star. BG: confirmed or suspected background star.
U: unclear case.
c Flag for whether X-ray emission is detected at >3.3σ (Y) or not (N), see Section 4 for details.
d This column lists membership of IS or CS (members of neither are marked with N). See Section 4 for details.
e Observed with AstraLux Norte (N) or Sur (S).

(This table is available in its entirety in a machine-readable form in the online journal. A portion is shown here for guidance
regarding its form and content.)
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Exemplary results II
The Astrophysical Journal, 754:44 (26pp), 2012 July 20 Janson et al.
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Figure 2. Separation and brightness difference in z′ for all binary pairs detected
with AstraLux, plotted along with the typical AstraLux detection limit. The
small zone in the upper left that shows a lack of objects is likely due to a bias
that tends to systematically overestimate the brightness difference for close pairs
of nearly equal brightness.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

centroid fitting of the primary and secondary in order to yield
the photometric and astrometric parameters.

As is normally the case in Lucky Imaging data, some close
and near-equal component binaries display the “fake triple”
effect, where a ghost tertiary appears at the same separation
from the primary as the real secondary, but on the opposite side
of it. In these cases, we use the procedure of Law (2006) to “de-
triple” the system, determining the true flux ratio of the binary
components FR as

FR = 2I13

I12I13 +
√

I 2
12I

2
13 − 4I12I13

, (1)

where I12 = F1/F2 and I13 = F1/F3. When a fake triple occurs,
or indeed more generally in any case of a close binary of nearly
equal brightness, it is relevant to note that there can be a 180o

phase ambiguity, given the difficulty to determine which star is
actually the primary. This is especially true for such late-type
stars as these, which are sometimes quite variable, such that
the binary components alternate between which is the brightest.
On this topic, it should be noted that because the brightness
difference between the two components is taken as the appar-
ently brighter component minus the apparently fainter one, it
is a positive definite quantity. Hence, the measured brightness
difference on, e.g., two equally bright components will not con-
verge toward zero for a large number of measurements, since
no measurement will be negative. This leads to a bias which
exaggerates the brightness difference of close companions, and
which most likely explains the apparent avoidance in the zone
of very close binaries with almost equal-mass components (see
Figure 2). The final photometry and astrometry values of each
detected binary are listed in Table 2, and in Table 5 for the
suspected or confirmed background contaminants.

In order to translate the integrated spectral type and relative
photometry of each binary pair into individual spectral types
and masses, we again follow the procedure in Bergfors et al.

(2010), which was developed in Daemgen et al. (2007) and is
based on the magnitude–spectral-type relationship in Kraus &
Hillenbrand (2007). We base our final individual spectral types
on the z′ band, but we also make the same estimations on the
basis of the i ′ band, which gives consistent spectral types to
within ±0.5 sub-classes (except in those cases that have been
identified as background objects). The translation of individual
spectral types to component masses also follows the relations
given in Kraus & Hillenbrand (2007). The resulting physical
quantities for the pairs are listed in Table 3.

4. STATISTICAL SAMPLES

Out of our total sample, we construct two main sub-samples
for the purpose of statistical analysis. This is done in order
to remove statistical bias from selection effects and provide
samples that are optimally suited for specific statistical studies.
The first sample will be referred to as the inclusive sample
(IS). This sample includes most of the stars observed, with
some special cases excluded that are discussed toward the
end of this section. However, this also includes 60 stars with
estimated spectral types earlier than M-type (K7 and K5) that are
additionally excluded in many of the statistical investigations.

The second sample is a sub-sample of the first and is called the
constrained sample (CS). This sample is constructed to provide a
multiplicity fraction that is well defined and bias free, following
similar criteria to those in Bergfors et al. (2010). In CS, we
make a cut for significant X-ray flux. This provides a sample
that is young (less than ∼1 Gyr, see Bergfors et al. 2010) and
provides further confirmation that the selected targets are indeed
nearby M-dwarfs rather than misclassified distant objects, as can
otherwise happen for these kinds of targets where a parallax is
generally lacking. As in Bergfors et al. (2010), we use X-ray
counts and errors from ROSAT6 (Voges et al. 1999) with 3.3σ
as the relevant significance criterion. In the case of binaries,
this can lead to a selection effect due to the fact that the flux
of the primary and secondary may add up to just above the
significance criterion in cases where a single star would not
have reached the criterion and thus not have been selected. We
account for this in the same way as in Bergfors et al. (2010), by
noting that LX/Lbol is roughly constant as a function of spectral
type, and calculating what the significance would have been
for the primary component alone, had it been single. In those
cases where the significance drops below the 3.3σ criterion, the
binary is removed from the CS. These cases are labeled “S” in
the X-ray column of Table 1.

We also adopt a 52 pc maximum distance cutoff for the
CS, again analogously to Bergfors et al. (2010). However, in
addition, we also take into account a further bias that favors
selection of binaries. Since most of the distances are determined
spectroscopically under the assumption that the primary is
single, a system that is in reality a binary will appear artificially
too bright for the primary spectral type, and thus appear closer
than it really is. We correct for this by adjusting all the distances
for binaries that do not have parallax measurements and are not
resolved in the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS) catalog
(Skrutskie et al. 2006), which provided the brightness that the
spectroscopic distance estimate was originally based on. Any
binary that passes the 52 pc cutoff with the new distance estimate
is removed from the CS. In the cases of both X-rays and distance,
there can be stellar components inside of the resolution limit of

6 Both the Bright Source Catalog IX/10A and the Faint Source extension
IX/29.
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AstraLux large M-dwarf survey
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5 AstraLux First Light and Performance
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Figure 5.22. Dependency of the final Strehl ratio on natural seeing and reference star mag-
nitude. The plot is valid for observations with 30 ms single frame exposure times in SDSS z’
and 1% image selection rate. All Strehl ratios were measured on stars that were less than 2′′
separated from the reference source.

This measurement has been repeated for an observation of M15 in the Johnson I band. No
significant difference between the isoplanatic angles extrapolated from the z′ and I band data
was found. Theory predicts a decrease of θe by a factor 1.05 when switching from z′ to I-band,
too small to be reliably detected in the available data.

The expected isoplanatic angle in V-band is ≈2-5′′ (e.g. Roddier et al., 1982; Ziad et al., 2005),
equivalent to ≈4-10′′ in the z′-band. Vernin and Munoz-Tunon (1994) have found that the iso-
planatic angle in speckle observations is typically about 1.7 times larger.
The AstraLux data and comparable measurements by Tubbs (2003) suggest that the selection
process of the Lucky Imaging technique can further increase θe to values as large as 40−50′′.

5.5.2 Reference Star Limiting Magnitude

The M13 and M15 observations were re-analysed with different choices of the Lucky Imaging
reference star to assess the impact of the reference magnitude on the final Strehl ratio. Figure 5.22
shows the results for measurements under two different seeing conditions. While reference stars
as faint as I=15.5 mag still allow a substantial improvement of image quality under a 0.′′65 seeing,
the same performance cannot be reached with stars fainter than 13.5 mag in 0.′′85 seeing.

5.6 Conclusions

AstraLux is able to reach Strehl ratios as high as 25% at the Calar Alto 2.2 m telescope in the
I-band. While this is only possible under a superior seeing of 0.′′6 or better, the median Calar Alto
seeing of 0.′′9 still allows to achieve Strehl ratios of more than 10%. The typical seeing limited
Strehl ratio in SDSS z′ under such conditions is ≈1.1%. In general, Lucky Imaging provides an
improvement of the Strehl ratio by a factor of 10, corresponding to an increase of the signal-to-
noise ratio for point sources by a factor of 10−20, depending on atmospheric conditions. Thus a
selection of only the best 5−10% of all images does not have a negative effect on the detection
limit for point sources.
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Access 2018 and beyond

• Calar Alto, 2018b:  
MPIA receives 16 GTO nights at the 2.2m 
telescope.  Available instruments are CAFOS,  
AstraLux, BUSCA and CAFE

• La Silla, P102:  (AstraLux Sur=SpecialNTT)  

Access beyond 2020 unclear;  SOXS first light  
https://www.eso.org/public/teles-instr/lasilla/ntt/soxs/

Option for La Silla: move AstraLux Sur to the 
MPG 2.2m telescope next door


